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Ferrocement- O'shell experiments with tension based structures
(images courtesy of Balaji Rajasekaran)
Project info:
Project name: O’SHELL
Location: Tiruchirapalli, India
Design: the students at C.A.R.E SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE under the mentorship of Balaji
Rajasekaran (Dmac Group)
(More photos on next page)
In general, for a ferrocement structure, a
standard of 150 mm spacing between
reinforcements
is
to
be
maintained
throughout. In this case, the students reached up
to 750 mm in the top portion of the structure by
simply utilizing their understanding of force lines.
Devoid of any high-tech production systems, o’shell instead relied on the idea of human robots (the hands of students
and unskilled laborers). The build was completed within 20 working days, from the conceptualization of the design, to
construction of the structure and to final completion of the project.
Inspired by the pioneering works of antonio gaudi, frei otto and felix candela, the students at the C.A.R.E school of
architecture in tiruchirapalli, india, have created the ‘o’shell’ prototype to explore the relationship between form and
force. The experimental project sought to facilitate vital hands-on experience while establishing an understanding of
tension based curved surface structures in an intuitive and playful way. Under the guidance of their mentor balaji
rajasekaran (dmac group), the work formed part of the students’ procedural design module.
The o’shell project was an on-site exercise and gave students the opportunity to create an architectural response based
on the parameters of the site. This included deciding on the orientation of the structure, its base-grid and the initial
framework. The experiment also gave the students the chance to see the whole work through, from the initial design
development to the realization of the structure.
The first step in the construction process was to excavate the ground to form the plinth beam. After this, the students
worked together to erect the steel structure. By utilizing the tensile property of steel, the project embraced a nonstandard/non-linear process with on-site active bending as a design driver without any formwork or shuttering to hold
the concrete or guide the geometry. The base framework was derived using the site parameters, which was followed by
weaving and bending of the steel based on the team’s understanding of stress line methods to inform the conceptual
structural design.
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O’ shell completed photo

O’ shell under construction

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - FERROCEMENT Introduced by GOVERNMENT

Artificial reefs coming up off Thiruvananthapuram coast
S. Anil Radhakrishnan
The State government has accorded
administrative sanction for project.
To enhance fish production and
provide livelihood support to the
fishermen, 400 artificial reefs are to
be installed off the coast of
Thiruvananthapuram and the Poovar
fishing village. The RS. 3.75-crore fish production
enhancement programme is part of the Rs 475-crore
Vizhinjam Rehabilitation project to rehabilitate and
provide compensation to fishermen affected by the
upcoming international deepwater seaport.
Monolithic structures: Two hundred monolithic
triangular-shaped Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) reef
modules will soon be lowered into the sea off the coast
near the fishing villages of Kollamcode, Paruthiyoor,
Valiyathura, Kochuthura, Puthiyathura, Pallom and
Adimalathura. Another 200 ferro cement reef modules
will be installed off the coast of Poovar fishing village,
further south in the district. Together, an artificial cluster
of 400 reef modules will be created.
Artificial reefs are considered favourable habitats
for periphyton, a colony of microscopic planktonic
organisms that are the prime source of food for
omnivorous and herbivorous fishes. Sting ray, electric ray,
lobsters, carangids, scad, and scud are expected to reach
these artificial reefs to feed on the small fishes..

Besides enhancing the overall fish availability off the coast,
the artificial reef cluster will revitalise the aquatic
environment, act as spawning and nursery ground, reduce
fishing time for scouting, and provide livelihood to the
catamaran fishermen who have been displaced due to the
mega project. Kerala State Coastal Area Development
Corporation (KSCADC) has been tasked by the Fisheries
and Ports department to install the 400 artificial reefs.
Each RCC artificial reef module will cost Rs 47.79
lakh, which include casting, lowering and monitoring. Each
ferro cement reef module will cost Rs 41.10 lakh. It is for
the first time that ferro cement reef module is being used
for casting artificial reef in a large scale, and the KSCADC
has plans to make it popular by roping in more NGOs.
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Physical Survey of 17 Years Old Ferrocement Water Tanks
Guruprasad Parulekar 1, Prof. Dilip D. Sarode 2, Mr.Ulhas Paranjape3
1. Research Scholar, ICT, Mumbai
2. Professor & Head, Department of General Engg. ICT, Mumbai
3. Chairman, Jalvardhini Pratishthan, Mumbai
AbstractWater is a basic need for everyone of this earth. Therefore storage of water is also important and various
storage methods and techniques are used worldwide. In Rural areas ground water is a main source for drinking water.
Therefore almost 85 % schemes in rural areas are based on ground water. Due to over exploitation of ground water and
inadequate recharge, such storages are not feasible from long term & cost percentage. Government adopted various
measures for drinking water supply in rural and urban areas. The main objective behind these various schemes is to
recharge ground water. Hence, it would be appropriate if the rainwater could be used directly for drinking purposes in
view of its purity.
Under these circumstances, it is planned by Government to take up the program and implement a
comprehensive scheme for use of rainwater at individual or community levels by using the available technologies and
through proper implementation. Considering all these aspects Government sanctioned the implementation of “Shivkalin
Pani Satvan Yojana”(ShivkalinWater Harvesting Scheme) for conventional and non conventional measures for
strengthen of rural area in drinking water under this rooftop rain water harvesting, construction of storage tanks in hilly
areas of the villages is done. For this scheme funds were made available by UNICEF and State Government and one NGO
(for proper monitoring and technical support).Here Jalvardhini Pratisthan,Mumbai facilitation a technical support team
and monitoring agency. The fund criteria were 10 % of total expenditure should be from the beneficiary (in cash or in
the form of voluntary labour) and out of remaining 60 % from UNICEF and 30% from State Government.
The main objective of this scheme is use of available water in proper planning and management of water
resources by the village community by considering that the water available in the village as a community recourses as a
whole and giving priority to drinking water, especially for those villages which consistently face drinking water scarcity
and are tanker fed. From various water conservation measures, the recharge of groundwater is basically received from
rainwater.
After detail analysis the average cost of tank for rainwater harvesting is finalized by UNICEF is as followsDetails of Average cost for Rainwater Harvesting
( Based on rates for Year 2000 – As per UNICEF Manual)
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
Ltr.
Ltr.
Ltr.
Ltr.
Ltr.
Ltr.
ITEM
Total cost of Storage tank
( Including all)

11700

12190

13170

13570

14480

14935

Cost/Lit.

2.34

2.03

1.88

1.70

1.61

1.49

Various methods of water tank construction are mainly dependent upon material used and cost of construction.
From these all methods ,one technique is ferrocement water tank construction, The stored water can be used for
drinking or washing & cleaning.
In Year 2002 , In village Vadav, Tal: Pen (Maharashtra) 220 such type of ferrocement tank were constructed with
Maharashtra State ,Jalvardhini Pratisthan (NGO) , farmers (End users) and UNICEF as stake holders under the scheme “
Shivkalin Panipuravata Yojana”. To store water for local people from villages and region were identified who were facing
very much scarcity for drinking water and mainly dependent upon rain water. In this region drinking water was not
available even water table was very shallow, people were travelling about 8 to 10 km for drinking water.
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Again the local people and farmers were not able to construct separate water tank with their own investment.
Structural condition and percentage uses after construction of these tanks are not yet studied in details. In India it is not
a set practice to monitor the performance of structures after put in use.
After 17 years we (Institute of Chemical Technology [ICT,Mumbai], Mumbai and Gharda Institute of Technology[
GIT], Lavel, Ratnagiri) decided to survey these 17 years old ferrocement water tanks. Our main aim behind this survey is
to evaluate the condition & assess performance of ferrocemenet water tanks after 17 years. The points like
maintenance, waterproofing capacity, crack development; base settlement and any other were studied. For this we
surveyed 45 tanks in detail which are used for last 17 years. For detail survey and analysis first we prepared one
questionnaire to ask these local people and who are actually using these tanks for last 17years along with actual visit on
site. This questionnaire as given in Annexture A includes some structural questions, some explicit survey questions and
some miscellaneous questions so that we can analyze these tanks in detail from.
The format of questioner is as followsANNEXTURE - A
Part -I – STRUCTURAL PERSPECTIVE
1. Is the tank in its original state or is there any major distress or deterioration in last 17 years?
2. Are there any cracks / minor leakages observed?
3. Dimensions of the tank?
Part –II – MATERIALS, CASTING PERSPECTIVE
1. What is the cost you had to bear? (Before 17 years) or % contribution of end users.
2. What raw material is provided by Jalvardhini (Supporting NGO) / Government/UNICEF)
3. What raw material was contribution by end used as his share in cost?
4. Had there been any problem or issues during construction and use? If yes, please describe.
5. Methodology adopted to solve these issues on your own?
5. How frequently the issues were occurring?
7. Was the tank successful in catering your needs?
Part –III –PERFORMANCE POINT OF VIEW.
1. For what purpose do you use the stored water?
2. If household use, how many people are there in the house?
3. Till what month does the water last after complete storage?
4. Do you refill the tank anytime by any artificial means?
5. What is the mode of taking the water out?
Part –IV-MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS
1. How did you get to know about the tank?
2. What promoted you to build this tank?
3. Do you think you have been benefited due to this tank? (Overall experience)
4. Would you be willing to have another tank like this?
5. Have you promoted it to anyone? Has anyone build a tank after seeing yours?
6. What are your suggestions for improvement of tank construction & its use?
SURVEY VISIT PHOTOS-
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Photos I to IV
I – Minor crack development and rectification by their own.
II – Collection of rainwater from roof. (Rainwater harvesting)
III- Discussion with farmer (end users)
IV - Taking measurements and observations.
Here is summery of some important questions and answers

Question /Description

Detail survey of 45 tank owners
Structural Perspective
Answers from End users
No
%
Yes

Is the tank in its original state or is there 45
any major issue in last 17 years?
Are there any cracks / minor leakages
39
formed ?

%

100%

0

0%

86.67%

6

13.33%

Material / Casting Perspective
Answers from End users
Question /Description
Yes
No %
%
*
Had there been any problem or issues? If
39 87%
6*
0%
yes, please describe.
Whether you able to solve these issues
0
0.00%
6
100.00%
on your own?
How frequently was the issue occurring?
4
( once in yearly [1] / more than once in 41 91.11 5
8.89%
[3]
year[2] /Rarely[3])
Was the tank successful in catering your
0
0%
45
100%
needs?
*Miner hair cracks developed on outer face of tank which is repaired by their own by applying white wash.
Performance point of View
Answers from End users
Question /Description
No
%
Yes
0
45
For what purpose do you use the [ other 0%
[For
stored water?
use]
drinking]
0
45
If household use, how many people [More
0.00%
[3 to 4]
are there in the house?
then 4]
Till how many periods does the
water use after full storage? [ all 0
0%
45
months except rainy season]
Do you refill the tank anytime by
45
100% 0
any artificial means?
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%
100%

100.00%

100.00%
0%

Question /Description

Miscellaneous Questions
Answers from End users
No
%
Yes

%

Do you think you have been benefited 0
due to this tank? (Overall experience)

0%

45

100%

Would you be willing to have another 0
tank like this?

0%

45

100.00%

What are your suggestions for tank 42
improvement? (Attached at the end)

9 3.33%

3

6.67%

CONCLUSIONAfter detail survey, visit and analyzing the answers of questions which is given by beneficiaries, we come out on final
conclusion that1. All tanks are still in their original shape and size without any major distress or deterioration but minor cracks are
developed on only about 4 to 5 % tanks on outer surface. It is advised to cover the same by painting the external
face of tank.
2. There are no leakage problems for about 86.67 % tanks .Only few tanks (about 13.33 %) are with minor leakage
which is already rectified by local people by taking proper remedial measures.
3. Stored water quality is good and there is no issue with water quality for longer duration storage. All water from
water tanks were used for drinking and cooking purpose.
4. All 100 % farmers are willing to construct another same water tank if supported by some NGO or Government
partially, because these farmers can’t spend all cost individually.
5. In this village and Region, there is a scarcity of drinking water, so all tanks are being used for drinking purpose
for about 8 months ( except in rainy season) , water was insufficient 3 to 4 members family.
6. These all tanks are refilled by rain water only; artificial refilling is not done yet due to unavailability of drinking
water and transportation mechanism.
7. In last 17 years, lot of advancement had taken place in implementation of such construction at many places. If
industrial approach is adopted cost can be reduced further.
Ferrocement water tank is used for last 17 years to store rain water in rainy season and will be used for next 7 to 8
months for drinking without much cost involvement in maintaining the same.
All tanks are still in good condition, only minor maintenance is required which can be done by local peoples.
Sarthak Seva Sangh, Ambale, Tal. Purandar, Dist. Pune

FTC Inaugurated
Ferrocement Society joined hands with Sarthak Seva Sangh and
they started the FTC at Village Ambale, where the Sarthak has
their hostel of boys and girls. The children are from disturbed
family and they do not have parents. So the children of age above
17 could learn the ferrocement, plastering, welding etc. They can
now do such jobs at their own, this will help them to earn the
bread after they leave the hostel. Skill development is the main
intention, said Mr Rajendra Pawar, Ex Secretary GoM, while
inaugurating the FTC. Ulhas Paranjape, Ulhas Adhav, Girish Sangle
and Chandramohan Hangekar were present at the function.
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8th Ferrocement Day

N.Jadhav wins V D Joshi Award
Every year the Ferrocement Society, India celebrates ferrocement day in the memory of
renowned and famous engineer of yester years Late V D Joshi. A competition is held amongst engineers
and architects every year. The winner is felicitated by Late V D Joshi award. This is the 8th consecutive
year in line. The past award winners are, Ar. Anupama Kundu from Pondicherry, Ar. Ajay Thosar, Pune,
Er. Biji John from Kerala, Shri Shilp Consultants from Aurangabad, Owen Waldschlagel, USA, Shri Subhash
Patil of Sangli and Shri Sumit Bagade of Satara.

An eminent engineer from Pune, Shri Nandakumar Jadhav (Deep Ferrocement, Pune) bagged this year’s
award for the innovative building in ferrocement at Magnus Cavern Resort, Wai, Dist. Satara. The secondary
awards are also given to Er. Ms B G John from Kerala, Shri Vijay Shitole, Pune. They were felicitated in a small
function in Pune. The program was telecast live. Er Ulhas Paranjape was the Chief Guest. Mr Vivek Giridhari, Ar
Rashmi Telkikar attended the function. Hon Secretary P P Lele welcomed the guests while President
Chandramohan spoke about V D Joshi’s pioneer work in India. Er. Girish Sangle delivered vote of thanks.
The houses built in ferrocement are earthquake resistant. These are also easy to construct. Materials like
wooden planks, metal, bricks, rubble, etc., is not required for this type of construction. So we can say that these
houses are more environment friendly. Shri Nandakumar Jadhav put his special efforts to construct this structure
near the Dhom Reservoir. This structure was also nominated for the competition held by the American Concrete
Association.
The juries deciding the winners were Ar. Rashmi Telkikar, Suhas Mahamuni and Chandrashekhar
Hangekar.
.
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The Mega Cave Resort built in ferrrocement by Nandkumar Jadhav

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
IM- 08 : Gramaudyogik Shikshan Mandal, MIT Campus, Aurangabad.
LM234 : Mohanned Umar Usmani, Aligarh, UP
LM 235 : Sunil Uttamrao Furde, Sholapur
LM 236 : Rohit Sunil Furde, Sholapur
LM 237 : Ar. Ankita Jayant Ghodke, Chinchwad, Pune
Life Members get
50% concession on purchase of publications
Become life member of Ferrocement Society
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6th

NATIONAL CONVENTION ON

“PRECAST FERROCEMENT
- FUTURE OF CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY”
PUNE (Maharashtra), India, APRIL 8-10, 2021
Ferrocement is a material of millennium and an avenue towards
Green Technology. For precasting the building components
ferrocement is one of the best technologies. This is the SIXTH
convention on this subject organized by Ferrocement Society
that is providing a forum for architects, civil engineers and
working professionals across India to present and discuss the
projects, research and developments in a broad spectrum
regarding Precast Ferrocement – Future of construction industry.

AUTHORS TO REGISTER
All Authors must get registered for the convention.
Registration is free for the sole authors. If the paper is jointly
written, then the leading author will get exemption from
registration fees. Remaining will have to register with fees. The
registration forms, duly filled along with soft copy of a photo
shall be sent by email or by post RPAD, after paying the fees in
bank. Note that credit cards cannot be accepted for the
payment of convention fees at the conference site. While
submitting the full paper the authors will have to submit their
registration forms.

Abstracts are invited for this convention. Once the abstract is
accepted by the committee, full papers can be submitted in
time. A power point presentation is required to be submitted
along with the full paper. The detailed date schedule is given
below the topics.
TOPICS
Main Topics to be covered in the convention include, but are not
limited to :
1. Precast components necessity, different shapes and ideas
2. Moulds and their types, techniques to design and produce
moulds
3. Types of matrix- cement mortar, geo-polymer mortar,
colgrout mortar, mortar without cement, various
admixtures for the matrix
4. Precasting techniques. Meshes cutting, bending, inserting,
mortar filling, spraying mortars etc. Stamped concrete,
stamping designs for precast components
5. Designing precast buildings
6. Assembling of components
7. Water conservation, prefabricating water tanks and check
dams, storage concepts and case studies
8. Various machines available for precast industry,
conceptual machines, hand casting and precasting
equipment
9. Stability of assembled buildings, tests, stress analysis
10. Hybrid or composite construction using ferrocement
components
11. Mass housing using ferrocement, multi-storied buildings
12. Factory on wheels
13. Other precast applications using ferrocement

Printed book of proceedings (having ISBN number) and a
momento will be given to the registered authors.
KARNATAKA
For Asha and Jitendra
P
Nayak,
being
conscious
of
the
environment
while
designing
buildings
has always been a
priority. The Hublibased architect has
followed sustainability
in his practice for over
24 years. Pre-cast
Ferrocement slabs/panels cut the use of steel by 80%.
Additionally, through the use of greener building
materials like Ferrocement slabs, he cut down on the use
of steel by about 80 per cent. The same material has
saved 60 per cent on-site cement use. He also used novel
techniques for construction and ventilation around the
house. And thus, the house has no AC!. The ‘green’

TH

LAST DATE TO SUBMIT THE ABSTRACTS: 30 Nov. 2020
CONVENTION VENUE
The convention will be at PUNE, INDIA. Pune is 180 km from
Mumbai. Pune has international airport and is served by direct
flights from various cities in India. OLA, UBER and other Taxi
service is available. Participants can stay in hotels in Pune.
Online participation is also being planned.

architect shares how he built his climate-resilient home
which can be a great example for us when we want to
construct our own.
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Login here.

Join this network to get connections in FORUM with people in other countries.

http://ferrocement.net/flist/

FERROCEMENT TRAINING CENTER
GUIDELINES AND MANUAL
Ferrocement Society has already started FTC at
Sayujya Urja, Dist. Nanded and Sarthak Seva Sangh,
Ambale, Dist Pune. At Aurangabad Gramaudyogik
Shikshan Mandal, MIT Campus, Beed Road is also
interested to start such a center. To have uniformity
in the courses, Ferrocement Society has published
guidelines to set up such a FTC and syllabus and
teaching material. Various articles of ferrocement are
explained in the manual. The price of the book is Rs
300. However the members of the society get it half
rate.
Ferrocement Chajja, small and big water tanks,
planters, yoga curve benches, component of a curved
dam and a room of 10 sq. meter is explained in the
book. Necessary sketches are also given. The book is
very useful for other civil engineering colleges and
vocational training centres also.
Any NGO or technical teaching institute where
ample space is available can start such activity under
the guidance of the Ferrocement Society. Society
wishes to sanction such centres all over India. The
FTC is run by the proposing institute or NGO. The
fees structure is defined. The young unemployed
students, local masons, welders etc get proper
technical knowledge and practical training in such
courses. Builders and contractors can train their
workers in such FTC. These courses enable the
unemployed youth to become entrepreneur and start
his own business with minimum capital investment.
Contact: indiaferrocement@gmail.com
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NEW WEBSITE
Since 2008 our website was not modified, that is why
committee decided to modify the website in the latest
user friendly form and this will be mobile friendly also.
Payment gateway will be included in new website. Our
old email capacity is totally exhausted. Recently we have
created new email address for our society. Therefore all
the members are requested to make all such
correspondence to the society on our new email addressindiaferrocement@gmail.com

Contact
FERROCEMENT SOCIETY,
Pune Office: 1030/1, Akashganga Society, Model Colony,
PUNE 411 016 INDIA
Phone: 9763815728, 9422736252

E-mail : indiaferrocement@gmail.com
web : www.ferrocementindia.com

